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The Saga of Sage 

Now more that ever people struggle to socially connect.
To be entertained. To experience moments of joy. 
To share this with friends and meet new people.

The Saga of Sage solves this problem. 



When The Saga Of Sage was conceived, it was about exploring the domain of virtual concerts. Robin 
Coops is an artist and musician, Avinash Changa directs Immersive works. Together they conceived of 
an experience that goes far beyond the virtual concert as we know it. 

While the world is dealing with a pandemic, consumers are adopting VR-headsets as a new portal to 
education, social contact, and entertainment. And this uptake is not slowing down. This is the time to 
explore, and take the world on a journey through space, music and storytelling in a way that let people 
socially find each other again.

We have something special to share with you. 
Open your mind, and let us take you on a fantastic voyage.

FOREWORD
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The short

We take the best of live concerts Spotify, Twitch, Youtube, and Social Virtual Reality. 

With these components we create The Saga of Sage; a virtual series of live, interactive 
experiences where you can socially engage with your friends, meet new people, and 
discover new music and artists. This is accessible through a VR-device, but also via phone, 
tablet, latop or desktop-computer. 

The longer

“The Sage” is the virtual alter ego of a real artist. The Sage takes his spaceship from planet 
to planet on a mission to share his music, and discover music indigenous to these unknown 
worlds. Through a website you can follow his journey, or book passage to  the next planet 
where where Sage and a guest–artist will perform.

The concert takes place in Virutal Reality, and is performed live. This means that it will be 
unlike any “normal” concert. You might be able to fly, the artist might perform underwater, 
or inside a supernova. There might not be gravity, or you might be as tiny as Alice going
down the rabbithole.

1. What is The 
Saga of Sage?
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With the current pandemic it’s logical that people are looking for way to still doing fun 
things and connect with their friends. People need that social connection now more than 
ever. 
This need has also resulted in a lot of people exploring Social Virtual Reality and 
purchasing headsets. (Facebook generated nearly $1bln in Q4-2020 in VR revenue. This is 
fully non-advertising revenue.)

Consumers have demonstrated a need. And they have demonstrated with their purchases 
that VR is one of the media they go to for fulfilling this need. 

Additionally, VR devices have gotten so low cost and easy to use that these factors are not 
an adoption-barrier anymore.

2. Why should it 
exist?
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Now that VR is nearing mainstream adoption, we can identify significant target 
audiences.

3. Who is the 
target audience? 

Live Music 
lovers

Quest
VR headset 

owners
1.5–2mln

SteamVR 
Users

2.6 mln monthly

Saga of 
Sage target

audience 
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Virtual Concerts are increasingly popular. Recent examples are Travis Scott and 
Marshmello who’s concerts inside the Fornite gameworld drew ten’s of millions of 
players.
Oculus Venues is hosting sessions with Snoop Dogg, and VRChats’s NYE concert with 
Jean-Michel Jarre drew 75mln viewers.

However, this does not mean that the current virtual concert models are al successful or 
sustainable.  VR Music platform The Wave had to shut down because they chose a non-
sustainable technology-framework.

VRChat-concerts, although well-visited, so far creatively don’t venture beyond trying to 
imitate the real world; recreating a physical venue with the artist on stage and the 
audience on the dancefloor is fine, but it leaves the incredible potential of Virtual Reality 
untouched.

That is where the Saga is positioned; to explore uncharted territory. To take this new 
emerging audience along on this fantastical journey of discovery. To give them an 
experience that is not the equivalent to a real concert, but that transforms the definition 
of a concert into a fundamentally new experience that people will want to return to time 
and again.

4. Strategic
positioning

https://www.theverge.com/2020/4/23/21233946/travis-scott-fortnite-concert-astronomical-record-breaking-player-count
https://www.oculus.com/experiences/event/3127344464159118/
https://www.loudersound.com/news/jean-michel-jarre-celebrates-75million-viewers-for-nye-show
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Creating a virtual concert is one thing. But creating a multi-user experience that supports 
multiple live performers inside VR is new. The technology to facilitate would be extremely 
complicated and cost-prohibitive  to develop from the ground up. 

Therefore, we will develop the Saga of Sage inside Neos. Neos is a social VR platform with 
much more technical capabilities and flexibility than any other platform offers. 

WeMakeVR is co-creator of The Sage of Sage, with project initiator Robin coops. 
WeMakeVR has been working with the Neos founding team for the past 2 years on the 
“MetaMovie”, another live social VR experience.  The platform was selected because it 
provided the best options both creatively and technically. 

Working within the Neos-platform brings the ambitious Saga-concept into the realm of 
possibility, without needing to raise millions in capital. 

5.
Platform
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Potential guests will hear about the Sage of sage through various channels, starting from 
VR-users and eventually reaching mainstream media.

The NeosVR community: within this tight community word of mouth will spread quickly 
since active users will be hired to work on the Saga-project.

General VR users will pick up on this via the Neos-community, but hear we’ll also 
communicate via specialized VR-user websites, VR-youtubers and dedicated channels, 
FB-VR-groups etc. 

Then we’ll communicate to live music lovers via dedicated channels, but also via the 
social media following of the guest-artists we invite to the project. 

The general public will hear about the Saga initially via the art, culture and tech-sections 
of mainstream media, which is expected to flow over into more general sections at a later 
stage.

Of course the  networks of of the makers, partners and participating venues will be 
provided with communication-toolkits for regular and social/online media.

6.
Marketing & PR
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The content of the Saga of Sage-experiences is primarily geared around live Music

Each live performance will feature  a song performed and composed specifically for that 
planet and theme by the Sage.

Additionally, a guest-artist will also compose a song uniquely for that planet’s theme. 
Which will then also be performed live in VR.  

Both artists will do this from their own homes or studios with VR-hardware provided by 
the project-team, including technical support prior and during the show.

The shows are live. In the periods the Sage is travelling to the next planet, guest can visit 
the spaceship and join the journey for a bit, either alone of with friends. 

On the ship, the Intergalactic Radio plays. This programming features songs curated by the guest-
artists and the Sage, based around the them for the upcoming planet. This same playlist can also 
be listened and subscribed to via Spotify and artists’  Youtube-channels. This way the music scoring 
the Sage’s Journey spread beyond VR into everyday live, to non-technical, non-VR music 
enthusiasts and the fanbase of the guest artists.

7. 
Content
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Virtual Reality enables users to experience audio as they never have before. However, this 
does not mean the music will be created for VR-only. Instead, various audio-formats will 
be used for different aspects of the project and content distribution.

Stereo-audio: regular stereo mixes for distribution via Spotify and other common 
channels. This can be composed, mixed and mastered via the guest-artist existing 
workflow.

Spatial audio:  In VR, audio can be created in a spatially realistic manner. This means 
sound will dynamically come from different positions inside the virtual environment.

Composing and mixing in this way is very different from multi-channel mixing and 
traditional music production. 

But when done properly it will add a layer to the musical experience that cannot be 
equaled by any other means. 

This is one of the aspects that will provide unique value to attending the performances 
live in a VR-headset, vs attending via livestream on a mobile device..

8. 
Audio
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On the following pages you ‘ll find an example user journey, where the user experience 
the complete flow from learning about the Saga to getting ready for buying a ticket for a 
second show. In this summarized journey the user visits one planet with one concert. 
Multiple planet, backstories and characters have been developed, but are excluded from 
this presentation for brevity. On request, we’ll happily talk you through the various 
worlds and stories that will be visited during the Saga.

9. Moodboard & 
User journey 
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Saga of Sage website

Others can attend via mobile device (livestream / YT/ Twitch / FB

Guest artist social media

Ticket purchase & invite your friends via website

Board the Sage’s ship via VR Headset anytime you want (alone or with friends)

At fixed time/date ships arrives at planet

Exit the ship and attend the live VR performance 

Guests in VR, including artists, can livestream to their own followers  

Attendees vote on the next planet the Sage should visit, result published on 
site/socials 

9. Moodboard & 
User journey 
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9. Moodboard & 
User journey 



Example user journey

The user hears about the Saga, buys a ticket via the site, and enters VR a few days or 
weeks prior to a performance. The user materializes in the Sage’s spaceship. Here the 
user can explore mementos from previous planets, listen to Intergalactic Radio, which is 
playing songs based around the upcoming planet’s theme, or explore the intergalactic 
travel map of previous stops. The user can also meet other guests of the ship, or invite 
friends.

The upcoming planet is Ayo, also know as the Planet of Joy. The user is notified of the 
data and time of arrival upon logout. On the date of the concert, the user logs back into 
VR, and materializes in the ship a few minutes before it enters orbit and subsequently sets 
down.

The Sage performs, as so does a well know artist native to Ayo. The planet tries to seduce 
Sage and his companions to stay as long as they can. The planet has all the joys to offer 
which you can think of. With this promise of perpetually Joy it stops Sage on its mission 
to find home. Sage will have to fight his own desires and set himself back on his mission.

Eventually The Sage manages to continue the quest, and asks the users to help choose 
the next planet on the journey. User can vote in VR, but also through the Saga’s website 
and social polls. After two days of voting, the audience has selected Deva as the next 
planet. 
Devo, aka. The planet of ghosts. It seems as if this planet is empty and dead. But it is 

9. Moodboard & 
User journey 
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In the Saga of Sage, its not just the musical artist that will be performing.

Guest-artists will be invited to design the worlds for the different planets and 
performances.

But, we go beyond “just” designing. The environment itself will be a ”performed” live.

This means that a performer will be wearing a VR-headset and see the planet of the 
performance as a small scale model. 

The performer can now use hand-controllers to, for example, grab the sun and move it 
physically to change from daytime to sunset. 

In a similar way, trees could grow, mountains could move, or a entire group of guests 
could suddenly experience lack of gravity, and fly around the world during the 
performance.

The possibilities are virtually unlimited, allowing this musical experience to go beyond 
anything people have experienced before. 

9. Moodboard & 
User journey 
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The  Saga of Sage-concept is developed by Robin Coops and Avinash Changa

Within the Saga, Robin is the musical director/ lead and writer of story and main lyrics for 
each planet and performance.

Multidisciplinary artist Robin Coops (1988, Netherlands) followed the directing program 
at the Institute of performative arts in Maastricht. He finished his master's at the Royal 
Conservatory of Music in The Hague and finished a second master’s at the Film Academy 
in Amsterdam. Interested in the tension between control and losing control, he explores 
how we are guided by, or able to manipulate political, technological, and social systems 
and how we can move freely in the given circumstances. In his work, he puts different 
disciplines into a dialogue to create a single unified composition.

10. Team & 
partners 
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Avinash Changa, Founder, CEO WeMakeVR, Immersive Experiences writer and director.
Within the Saga, Avinash is the VR director  / immersive experience lead. 

Avinash Changa is VR-maker, director, and international speaker on the topic of 
Immersive works. He is founder of WeMakeVR, with notable productions such as ‘Ashes to 
Ashes’, ‘Meeting Rembrandt’ and most recently “Angels Of Amsterdam”. 

Angels of Amsterdam was selected to world-premiere at the 78th Venice Biennale. The 
work is also selected for the Netherlands Film Festival, and is in competition for the 
Gouden Kalf Digital Culture.

Currently he is working on the next generation of immersive experiences, including live 
social VR performances, hybrid theater/vr, educational works, and hyper-realistic 
volumetrics.
He often speaks about the role of Immersive Technologies such as AR, VR and MR in the 
future of other industries, and he’s passionate about it’s untapped potential. His mission 
is to bring meaningful applications and content to the world that improve quality of life 
for everyone. More about Avinash Changa and his Immersive journey:

English version: https://bit.ly/2HG2OB2
Dutch version: https://www.vn.nl/avinash-changa-vr/

10. Team & 
partners 
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Producers: WeMakeVR & M31 Foundation

About WeMakeVR

WeMakeVR is a pioneer in the world of Virtual Reality, both in artistic as well as 
commercial works. Artistic works of WeMakeVR have been programmed at The Venice 
Film Festival, SXSW, the EYE-filmmuseum, IDFA, Cinekid, NFF and many other locations. 
Since its founding in 2013, the team has created productions for international partners 
such as Tommy Hilfiger, IBM, Heineken, JBL, etc.  In terms of pioneering, WeMakeVR 
created the world’s first VR-music video (Guinness Book of World Records verified), and 
one of the first hybrid VR/stage opera-performances. Additionally, music institutes 
including the London Symphony Orchestra, the Berliner Philharmoniker, the New York 
Philharmonic, the Concertgebouw Orchestra, and the Grachtenfestival have chosen to 
work with WeMakeVR.  (More: www.WeMakeVR.com )

10. Team & 
partners 

http://www.wemakevr.com/
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Producers: WeMakeVR & M31 Foundation

About M31
The M31 Foundation was established by multidisciplinary artist Robin Coops to create 
and produce interdisciplinary music driven productions.

Robin first followed the directing program at the Institute of performative arts in 
Maastricht. Then he finished a master at the Royal Conservatory of Music in The Hague 
and finished a second master at the Film Academy in Amsterdam. In his work, he uses 
technology to research the tension between the analog body and the digital machine. 
Genres like horror and tech-noir are used as a device to emphasise these themes.

With the M31 Foundation he focuses on the boundaries between the different disciplines 
and the ongoing research within expanded cinema productions.

10. Team & 
partners 



SUMMARIZED TIMELINE
“THE SAGA OF SAGE”

Q4 ’21 
Q1 ‘22

Fundraising
Further concept development and fine tuning. 

Onboarding partners/co-creators

1st season production

Launch 1-yr 
1st season

Q3 ‘22

Season finale

Q4 ‘23

Q4 ‘22Q1 ‘22
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11. 
Planning
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If you’ve made it this far, we love for you to Get involved! The Sage of Sage is currently 
completing its R&D-phase, and is actively looking for:

Funding partners
Of course being at the forefront of a new industry has its cost. We are not only looking for 
partners in the VR-funding sector, but also partners who have their roots in the 
performance and music industries, and are looking to invest in innovative ventures. 
Various partnership opportunities are possible, we’d love to discuss!

Strategic partners
Innovative concepts need innovative strategies to bring them to market. Since we are 
bridging the gap between the Virtual and the real, we are looking for digital music 
distribution platforms, ticketing and payment-partners, and publicity partners.

Venue partners
The Saga is a virtual experience that will work both for home-users as well as for festivals 
and venues. We are looking for venues that would like to program “The Saga of Sage” in 
their lineups, meaning that groups of guest could enter a virtual concert together, with 
VR-devices made available at the venue. (Not unlike programming a silent disco at, for 
example, LowLands.)

If your organization fits within the above, or if you’d like to discuss other collaborative 
opportunities, get in touch!

Conclusion
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WeMakeVR

Hello@WeMakeVR.com

Jacob van Lennepkade 291
1054 ZV Amsterdam
Netherlands

+31 20 775 33 33
WeMakeVR.com

Contact info
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